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What is Software Defined Storage (SDS)?
Simply put, Software Defined Storage is the decoupling of the storage
software that provides all your data services from the underlying hardware
platform. Think of the old ATM appliance – it was both hardware and
software coupled as integrated appliance. Even though they are still
around, these days that are a bit more connected. Early on they were
entirely self-contained units with all the components necessary to deliver
the customer cash and check balances.
Jump forward to today and cash is no longer required. Money can be
managed and spent from a multitude of devices and interfaces from most
any location in the world. So where is the software now? Where is the
hardware now?
Traditional storage arrays come with controllers typically in pairs and have
some scalability to limits that are set by the vendor based on the
architecture. These controllers are essentially servers under the covers–
CPU, Memory, PCI-Bus,I/O, and an OS. So, it is only natural to move the
controller functions to Industry Standard Servers.
Taking it to the next level continues this separation of software providing
data services not for just a discrete set of integrated native storage but to
what are potentially, dozens of different physical arrays regardless of
vendor brand. This is, of course, Data Virtualization and has powerful
capabilities to consolidate a customer’s discrete data storage arrays under
a single point of management with transparent data mobility, a single set of
data services and functions, and in most cases even a performance
improvement.

How is it different from the storage we typically see deployed?
As described in the ATM example, storage had always been purchased as
a Storage Appliance with a tight coupling of the software atop the
underlying hardware. In certain situations, this is still a viable solution.
But with the Cloud Era things truly started to change in storage. Google
and Amazon began their reign and developed a more cost-effective way to
provide storage at a massive scale, with agility. They deployed this storage
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architecture on standard x86 Intel servers. They designed it to be loosely
coupled vs. tightly coupled (the afore-mentioned storage array) and this
design is often called “Web Scale” architecture.
The decoupling of the software from the hardware for data storage services
opens the door to a couple of additional alternatives for deployment.
Businesses can roll-their-own environments by installing the storage
software from a vendor on their own server platform (DIY project). By the
very nature that the storage software can run on commodity servers, it
becomes potentially suited for deployment on many public clouds as a
virtual machine or bare metal. And of course, most vendors will continue
to offer the fit-for-task integrated appliance (or set of preconfigured scale
out servers) which is still the norm in the industry for on-premise storage.
The capability to deploy interoperable data services with the same set of
functionalities in three fashions: integrated appliance, standard servers,
and public clouds. The latter provides distinct advantages for customers:
•
•
•
•
•

Paves the road to Hybrid Cloud
Prevents lock-in locationality and to specific underlying HW,
Enhances DR/HA options
Provides OPEX consumptions models
Allows the potential for a homogenous Web Scale Architecture
across industry standard servers
• Simplifies management data mobility, rapid deployment, and
scalability across multiple locations.
Basically, it charts the path for “Data without Borders”
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Major Players and leaders
Over the past several years, most of the major storage vendors have
varying degrees of SDS offerings. IBM, HPE, Dell/EMC, and NetApp still
offer integrated appliances and likely will for some time. Most startups in
the past several years embraced SDS from the start, though many still
have “soft” ties to HW. Public cloud deployments are dependent on
software defined storage, as SDS is at the core of their functionality.
Some notable examples include IBM’s Spectrum Suite, Dell/EMC’s
ScaleIO, VMware’s VSAN, and hyperconverged leader Nutanix, along with
many others. IBM was crowned the SDS Leader by IDC back in 2014 and
has maintained that position through 2017. The Spectrum Software suite
from IBM offers SDS solutions for Block, File, and Object storage as well as
data protection.
Note that all SDS offerings are still maturing and there are caveats and
functionality compromises inherent in the offerings. It is just a fact as this
space is still relatively new. When considering SDS, make sure to
examine the details when choosing.

Growth and direction
Software Defined Storage is becoming the new normal, and is a positive
solution for both customers and vendors. Storage infrastructure, except
those specifically designed to niche tasks, will or should move to SDS. It is
the only way to be part of the hybrid-cloud world we live in. If a vendor
does not have flexible deployment and management options supporting the
cloud, customers won’t consider the purchase strategic.
We also see orchestration and automation functionality moving at a fast
pace as vendors can focus on the software rather than the underlying
hardware. Vendors can now focus on the software and API integrations,
and customers gain the flexibility and agility that comes with SDS.
Most customers we talk with are still more interested in the Integrated
Appliance delivery model for the data center. But, as these same
customers have cloud initiatives, and knowing that the data services
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delivered by the integrated appliance in their datacenter today can also be
deployed in a cloud tomorrow, purchase becomes strategic.
SDS has big market potential out there. IDC, which tracks the storage
industry sees continued migration to SDS with a market growth rate of
13.5% and revenue of nearly $16 Billion through 2012.
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Strategies for considering SDS
Make sure your vendor has a Software Defined Strategy where it makes
sense. Whether you need File, Block, or Object storage services, your
vendor must support those same services across industry standard
servers, a cloud environment, and an integrated appliance form. Look for
common management and federated functions across deployment types.
The idea is to keep the set of functionalities the same regardless of where
or how the storage is deployed. In its purest sense, you should be able to
evaluate the functionality and suite of data services for a product
regardless of where and on what it will live.
Make sure to examine the data security offered by the solution, especially
as you deploy in the public cloud. Basic features such as encrypted data
need to be supported, or will be in a near term release of the software,
since future functionality can be added without as much regard for the
underlying hardware as in the past. It also needs to have support for the
APIs and Storage Frameworks that you may need depending on the type of
storage and its use: Openstack, VMware(vCloud, vRealize), S3, RESTful
and others.
Beware of limitations in scalability or functionality in a SDS version of a
product that is typically delivered as an appliance. The “SDS label” is
required for marketing to add appeal to storage products, but often there
are limitations in the SDS release of a product in terms of scalability and
feature sets. Some products still rely on specialized components in the
hardware to make their products function such as ASICs, or hardware to
offload work from the CPU like PCI compression cards. These products
can be very good but will not have a Cloud play until they fully decouple the
Software from the hardware. Some vendors have functionality, such as
compression, that can use a specialized hardware item if present, and if
not, rely on the CPU. This is a smart and flexible design and considered
true SDS. Some compromise is always required when specific hardware is
not utilized.

Example Scenario
IBM for the past several years has had a software defined storage initiative
that has been realized over the last year. The Spectrum Suite of Storage
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Software encompasses Block, File, and Object and allows for multilocational deployment options across the Data Centers and Public Cloud
deploying as an Integrated Appliance (Storage Array), on Industry Standard
Servers (x86 and Power), and on servers in the Public Cloud. One
example in the Spectrum Suite is IBM’s Spectrum Virtualize, which not only
delivers a full range of block storage data services with its own storage
HDDs and SSDs but can also virtualize storage across 400+ storage arrays
from dozens of vendors over FCP or iSCSI protocols. This shows the
tremendous flexibility of this Software Defined Storage offering.
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Conclusion
Compute is really all about processing information, information is data, and
data needs to be protected, managed and accessible from anywhere. It is
the new natural resource. We need to be able to get at it and manage it
from anywhere, SDS is helping to pave the way toward this goal.
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